DENIAS – MOVIE

Name

1.

What kind of houses are in the village?

2.

What are the men giving to the boys?

3.

What’s on top of the mountain?

4.

What will happen if Denias is naughty?

5.

What does Denias’ Mum want him to do?

6.

What is Denias carrying?

7.

What animal do the boys see?

8.

What’s the name of the spirit they think they see?

9.

Why do they think the spirit is angry?

10.

What does Denias have in his bag?

11.

Why doesn’t he want to wash properly?

12.

What is Denias late for?

13.

What makes the kids run out of class?

14.

How does the pilot get them out of the helicopter?

15.

What does Noel have to do for farting?

16.

Who’s fighting?

17.

What does the teacher say Denias is good at?

18.

What story does the teacher tell Denias?

19.

What does the teacher warn Denias not to do?

20.

Why is fighting with Noel a problem?

21.

Who is the man with the beard?

22.

What does Maleo show Denias?

23.

What island do they live on?

24.

What’s wrong with Denias’ Mum?

25.

Who does Denias run to fetch?

26.

What does Denias’ Mum say will make her better?

27.

Why does Denias leave the house?

28.

What happens to Denias’ hut?

29.

What happens to Denias’ Mum?

30.

What happens to Denias’ Dad?

31.

Where is Denias when his Dad is calling him?

32.

Why is Denias so sad?

33.

What does Maleo give Denias?

34.

Why did the teacher leave?

35.

Why won’t some kids come to school?

36.

What treat does Maleo use to get the kids to school?

37.

Why does Denias’ Dad want him to skip school?

38.

Why does Denias have to go home from school?

39.

What happens to the school?

40.

How does Maleo get Denias back to school?

41.

Who’s slacking off?

42.

Why is Maleo in trouble with the village chief?

43.

What does Maleo bring the kids?

44.

Where does Maleo suggest Denias goes to study?

45.

Why does Maleo have to go?

46.

What does Denias pack in his bag?

47.

What is Denias doing?

48.

What happens to his bag?

49.

What does he see in the forest?

50.

What does he eat to survive?

51.

Who finds Denias unconscious?

52.

What does the kid in yellow (Enos) do?

53.

How does Denias get past the road block?

54.

What does Enos do at the supermarket?

55.

What do they hear from under the bridge?

56.

What does the sports teacher offer to do?

57.

What’s the girl’s name? What does she give him?

58.

Who’s watching them?

59.

What does Denias ask the soldiers?

60.

What are the boys eating?

61.

What good news does Denias have?

62.

What does Denias show the teacher?

63.

Denias says it’s a dog, Eros says it’s a pig. What is it?

64.

What do they need to study in that school?

65.

Why does Denias slap Enos?

66.

What does Denias prove to the teacher at her house?

67.

What does Denias do with the toothpaste?

68.

What is the teacher asking the school board to do?

69.

Who picks a fight with Denias?

70.

What do Noel and his friends do to Denias?

71.

Who rescues him?

72.

Why does the teacher want Denias to move into the boarding house?

73.

Who can attend this school?

74.

Why did Enos go to Ilaga?

75.

Why did Noel throw Denias off the bed?

76.

Who’s already on the school black list?

77.

Why is the boarding house mistress angry with Denias?

78.

Why do the boys put Denias to bed?

79.

Why do Noel & friends have to sleep outside?

80.

Denias runs away. Where does he end up?

81.

Why does Denias want to go home?

82.

What does the teacher tell him?

83.

Who arrives at the flag raising ceremony?

84.

What does he have with him?

85.

Where is the real Denias now?

